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let 1 he a complete nest in a separable Hilbert space W, and let alg 1 be the 
nest algebra related to “1.. We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for :a( Bj) 
to be principally generated as a norm-closed bimodule of U/X. t . . The same condi- 
tions charactcrizc when d(W) is principally generated as a norm-closed bimodule 
of the quasitriangular algebra ulg, t’ + X, and when the Calkin algebra is prin- 
cipally generated as a norm-closed bimodule of the image of a/g, I- under the 
Calkin homomorphism. In each case countable generation is equivalent to principal 
generation. ( 1990 Academfc Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Let ..t‘ be a complete nest of (self-adjoint) projections acting on a 
separable Hilbert space W. Let ulg ,$” denote the set of all operators in 
3?(W) that leave the range of each element of .,V‘ invariant. This is an 
algebra under usual addition and multiplication and is called the twct 
algebra related to ,t”. We use dim N to denote dim(NW), and we use 
V{ N: NE 8 j to denote the projection onto the subspace V [ NW : NE 9 1, 
where F is a set of projections in W and r\{ N: NE F} to denote the pro- 
jection onto A{ fViw : NE F}. Let X be the set of compact operators in 
SS( W). The set alg 4’ + .X = {A + K: A E afg -4”‘, KE X} is a norm-closed 
subalgebra of 3?(W) which is called the quasi-triangular algebra related to 
the nest .A“. The set &‘(-4/‘) = (A +X’: A E ulg ~ 1) is a norm-closed sub- 
algebra of the Calkin algebra G?(W)/X. 
Let .Y be a linear subspace of a Banach algebra C and let .d be a sub- 
algebra of 9. We call 9 a himodule of .d if ~2 .,Y .d E 9’. WC call .V a 
norm-principal bimodule (npb) if it is norm-closed and if there is an 
element GE fl such that Y is the norm closure of the linear span of the set 
{AGB: A, BE a’}. 
A nest .-1/” is said to have order fyy I if it is an infinite set rind either 
V(NE ..t“: dim N < + c/3) is a limit point of .K under strong operator 
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topology with finite dimension untf v{ N’ : NE. 1. and dim( NL ) < + XI t 
has infinite dimension or V [ N E 1’: dim N < + ;r_ 1 has infinite dimension 
and (V IN’ : NE I and dim( N ’ ) < + ‘CL i )’ is a limit point of i under 
strong operator topology with finite codimension. A nest is said to have 
order type II if it is not of order type I. Many nests, including arbitrary 
continuous nests, have order type II. 
In this paper we prove that the property that a nest C 1’ has order 
type II is the necessary and sufficient condition for .&(W) to be a norm- 
principal bimodule of ulg 1 . The proof is the contents of Sections 2-4. 
Answers to a number of related problems follow without much difficulty 
from this. We present these collectively in the form of a theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let _ 1 he u wmplete nrst in II separable Ht’Uwrt spuw 
W. Then the ,follo\ring statements ure cyuiz~alcnt : 
(i ) The nest 1 bus order type Il. 
(ii) ti( W ) is u norm-principul hitnodulr of a/g c 1 
(iii) %(W) is u nornl-~ountahl~,-genfruterf himodule qf crlg I ‘. 
(iv) .li9( W ) i.F u norm-principal himocfule of‘ ulg 1 + X. 
(v) .iA( W ) is u nornt-c.otrntuhi!.-g~nPrcrt~d himoduic> of ulg t + X. 
(vi) Thr Culkin ulgrbrrr .a( W )/.%” i.v u norm-principul bimodul~~ oj 
.d(* 1 ‘). 
(vii ) The Culkin ulgrbru &( W )/.K is u ttor.r?l-r.ountab!,,-grneratrd 
himodule of‘ .d( _ 1 ‘). 
In [S], A. Hopenwasser considered the generator set for the Jacobson 
radical &‘, of alg 1.‘. Recently, J. Orr [9] gave a characterization of when 
the Jacobson radical is a norm-principal idea1 of ulg ,1’. By using our 
results about norm-closed bimodules of nlg L fi ‘, we give an alternative proof 
of this. We also prove that the quasi-triangular algebra ulg ~ 1. + 3’” is 
always a norm-principal bimodule of ~lg . 1’. 
In a related direction Arveson [I], Erdos and Power [4], and Davidson 
[2] considered weak*-closed bimodules. Erdos and Power 141, and 
Davidson [2] considered weak*-closed bimodules. Erdos and Power [4] 
proved that every weak*-closed ideal in ulg I 1. is weak*-principal. David- 
son [2] proved that every weak*-closed bimodule of afg .,$. is weak*- 
principal. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper all Hilbert spaces are separable. A nest is a family of (self- 
adjoint) projections in a Hilbert Space W totally ordered by inclusion. A 
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nest . 1. is eomplece if it contains 0 and I, and contains the join and meet 
of every subfamily. Equivalently, ..I. is complete if it contains { 0, I, } and 
is closed in the strong operator topology (SOT). In this paper nests will be 
complete. The associated nest afgehru is u/g. 1. = {A E a(W) : AN = NAN, 
N~.l”j.Theset.t“=(N’: NE _ t ‘} is also a complete nest. We call L 1 ‘i 
the ro@gate nest of I 1.. We have a/g(. 1“) = (u/g ( 1 ‘)*. The CO~C %, is the 
von Neumann algebra generated by the projections of 1 ‘. Thus (6,, is an 
abelian von Neumann subalgebra of :%(W). In this paper the rank- I 
operator (., .u)>, for X, j’ E W is denoted by .Y 0 ,r’. 
Let s be a separating normal (unit) vector for % , in Dii. Define a map- 
ping (0: . 1’ + [0, 1 ] by w(N) = (N.u, X) = I/ N+~ll’. The mapping (u is one- 
to-one preserving the order in / $ and o(- 1’) is a compact subset of [O. 1 ] 
which contains (0, 1 ). A net {N,) in I 1. converges to N, E _ 1’ in the strong 
operator topology (SOT) if and only if w(N,) + o(N,,) in [0, 11. We can 
index the elements N of .t by n,(N). Although w is not unique, the 
image sets given by different such maps w are order isomorphic 
and homeomorphic to each other. In this paper the statement that a nest 
.t. = (N,: 2 E A c [0, I] ) always means that the set /i is the image of 
such an index mapping. If n is an infinite set we always use 2, /3 to denote 
the minimal limit point and the maximal limit point of A, respectively. Let 
i. , < i. 7 , 2 , ,E,,E~. Denote P=N[~.,,~~,]=N,.-N,., and let K=PpW. 
Then .t‘[i,,&]= (PN: NE-~‘} is a nest in w. We call sl‘[i,,22] an 
inrerzwl nest of .1 . . The operator N[I,, , jb2] is called an . + ‘-inrervul. 
We will have need of the following terminology. We will use I.1 to 
denote norm-closed linear span. Let !H , , W, be Hilbert spaces, let 
.&‘, E .,A( W ,), id2 E &(W2) be operator algebras, and let .Y s .%( W, , Lti?) 
be a norm-closed linear subspace. We call 9 a .a1 (left) -.#,(right) 
bimodule if .& ‘9’ &, c ,Y. If W , = Wz = W and .#, = .a2 = .# we call .v’ a 
.8-himohtle. As in the introduction, we call ,Y norm-principal (n.p.) if there 
is an element G E &( W , , W2) such that .Y’ = [.J2 G .&, 1, and norm- 
c.ountahl?,-gPr?eruted (n.c.g.) if there is a countable subset 9 E .&( W,, Cd,) 
such that ,‘/’ = [.& ‘9 .a,]. Let 1; and .,t; be nests in Hilbert spaces W, 
and W,, respectively. Define .t;@,,,.t;={N@O: N~.l;)ujZ, @M: 
ME.,(~). Then .llOord. 12 is a complete nest in W, @ Wz. We call this the 
ordinul suni of C 1; and I 1 i. By induction we can define @ ird ,, = , _ 1,;. 
Let 1’ = {N, : 3. E ii c [0, l] i be a complete nest in a Hilbert space H. 
Let :X,, denote the Jacobson radical of a/g L 1 ‘. The Ringose Criterion [IO] 
for containment in 8, can be stated: An operator A E ulg .1’ is in 9, if 
and only if A satisfies the property that given E > 0 there is a set 
i A “,,)tL,:c/i with O=i.,,<i., < ..’ <j,, <E.,:+, = 1 such that 
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The ideal g’“; is the set of all operators A E ulg -4 1 for which, given E > 0 
there exists a finite or infinite sequence [I?,,) of mutually orthogonal 
-&‘-intervals with II’E,, = I such that IIE,,AE,, 11 <E for each n. From [S], 
.%,T is a norm-closed ideal in alg I 1’. 
Let %,V, A’ be nests. We require the following facts. 
LEMMA 1 [S, Proposition 3.43. !f C I?’ c 1 ‘, then )2’e huve 
.&Tit c ?2 ~;; c ulg A? 
nn u 
LEMMA 2 [7, Theorem 4.91. Let T he a positive invertihle operator in 
g(W) and let .:1’ he a complete nest in W. Then, there ure invertible operators 
A, B in alg ..+“ br+th A ‘, B ’ not necessurily irz alg I C‘ such thut 
T= A*A = BB*. 
The nest ,+‘ in Lemma 2 is not necessarily countable. In the case where 
./1‘ is countable the operators A and B can be taken to have inverses in 
ulg A’ [7, Theorem 4.73. 
LEMMA 3 [7, Lemma 4.81. Let L 1 he u nest in W contuining un infinite 
suhnest.,l’~={N,,:nE~} withdim(N,!+,-N,,)=dim(N,-N,),ftirullnEB 
and with r\(N,,:nEZJ =O, V(N,,: n E N ). = I,,I. Let T he a positive inver- 
tihle operator in ,%(W). Then there are invertihle operators A, B in :& : such 
thut T= A*A = BB*. 
We establish some notations used in this paper. Let W,, i = 1, . . . . n be a 
family of Hilbert spaces. We denote fi, = @ :‘= , a ,, where ti, = W, and 
fi,=O if i#j. Let W = @z=, W,. Let i, be the natural embedding of W, 
onto no, in W. Let Q,, i = 1, . . . . n be the projections of W onto A,. By ii-’ 
we will mean, without ambiguity in this article, the co-isometry W + W, 
with initial space A, such that i;’ . i, = 1 MI and i, ii ’ = Qk. For k, .j d n, 
define $k,,: 9I(W,, Wj) + Q,a(w) Qk by 
$k,,(T)=i,.T.ili ‘, TE~(W~, W,) 
and define dk,,: Q/g(W) Qk-+,99(Wk, W,) by 
dk,,(F)=i, ‘.F.ii,, ?E Q., :8(W) Q,c. 
The operators dn,, and Iclk., are linear isometries which send compact 
operators into compact operators. We have ~/5~.,’ $I,,= l,,,,,,, Ir,,,, and 
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+k.,Cdk.j= ‘Q,~(H)Q~’ For SEB(W~, W,) and TE.~?(W,, W,), we have 
~C,r(T.S)=II/,,,(T).IC/k,i(S). For ~EQ,.~?(W)Q~ and FEQ,~(~U)Q,, we 
have ~k.,(~.s)=~,.,(~).~,,,(~). 
2. THE TYPE I CASE 
Let .,+“ = {N;: 2 E A} be an infinite complete nest in W. We write 
E,=V{NE.t‘:dimN< +CCJ), E,.=VjN’: NE-~‘ and dim(N’)< +x,). 
Then El E ..+*. So .,t’ has order type I if and only if both of E, and El are 
limit points of ,,I’” under strong operator topology and it has one of the 
following properties (*) and (**): 
dimE,= sex; and dim E,< SZCC; (*I 
dim E, < + a and dim E,= +;c. (**I 
A nest ,I,” has property (*) iff ,/ti*’ has property (**). Property ( *) is 
equivalent to (1) and (2) below. 
(1) The subset [0, 2) n A is countably infinite with dim N, < + ,x for 
each ;1~ [0, x)nn; 
(2) dim(N,,)- < + cc;. 
immediate. 
the facts that ulg .,4 ” = (a/g c 1 ‘)*, ulg ..I ‘I + I‘ = 
and ~!(t”~) = (xZ(,t-))*, the following lemma is 
LEMMA 4. Let I 1-‘ he a complete nest in a separable Hilbert space W. 
Then 
(i ) .%( W ) is a norm-principal himodule of ulg ..Y if and onI), tj’ ,2I( W ) 
is u norm-principal himodule qf 01g. $ ‘I. 
(ii) .B( W) is u norm-principal bimodule of alg .$ ’ + X f and only lj’ 
&!I( W ) is a norm-principal himodule of alg . i ^  ’ + Y’. 
(iii) The Culkin algebra &( W )/A” is u norm-principal himodule of 
.GY’(. f,-) if and or&l if 9$( lIU)/n‘ is a norm-principal himodule of .d( e 1-I ). 
Remurk. If we substitute “a norm-principal bimodule” by “a norm- 
countably-generated bimodule” in the above statements, the new 
statements clearly remain true. 
The proof of the following elementary lemma is left to the reader. 
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LEMMA 5. Let ,t;,/C=1,2 , . ..) n he nests in W, und let 1 = 
t;o ord Oord t,; in W = W, @ @ W,,. Then 
(i) */CA Ids lk is an isometric ulgehraic~ isomorphism of’ aig 1 I, onto 
QJalg . 1 ) Q1., k d n. with inorrse dx./, / Vlcc,,4 , ) vA ; 
(ii) the map $A.x I.H,i is an isomrtric. algehruic isomorphism of .,A , I 
onto QA .9 , Q,, k 6 n, \r,itlz inwrsr q5k,A 1 vI,~) pi ; 
(iii) the map *A,A 1 M:i is an isomrtric~ algebraic isomorphism of .# : I 
onto Q,.%’ : Q, , k 6 n, Lvith inaerse c+bk,n / Qi,H; vI 
THEOREM, 1. Let 1 /IP u complete nr.st in u separuhle Hilhrrt .spuce D-B. 
Suppo.sr thut 1 bus orrlc~r t)ptJ I. Then 
(i) .A4( W ) is not u Ilort?l-c,ountuhl~~-~~~~n~~rutrrl himodule CI/ alg I ‘. 
(ii ) %( W ) is not u norm-(.olmtah!,,-gc~nc~rutctl himodule of’alcq 1 + .X’. 
(iii) The C‘alkin ulgrhra :+9( W ).‘.X’ is not u norn~-c~ountahl~.-gc~lzcJrutr(l 
himodule oj’ .d(. I ). 
Proof: Let 1’ = {N, : i E ii c [0, 1] ). Assume that _ 1. has property (*). 
First, we prove the special case when /r = 1. Then we will prove the case 
when [j < I and dim(N,,)l < + x. The other cases are immediate conse- 
quences of the cases above and the remarks after L,emma 4 because if 1’ 
has property (**) then 1 ‘l has property (*). 
Let 9 = [G,,: n E FU ) be a sequence in ti( W ). We will show that 97 cannot 
be a generator set for the alg L 1 ‘-bimodule ,a,( W) or for the (alg 1’ + .X’)- 
module C%(W). We will also show that the set {G,, + ,Y: n E N ) cannot be 
a generator set for the .c/(. 1 ‘)-bimodule .#( W)/.Y’. 
(a) Assume that j = 1. Since .1’ has property (*) there are two 
strictly increasing sequences (i,,: n E N ) and (3.:,: n E N } in n with the 
properties that lim,, I,,, = x and lim,, I.:, = 1. Then (SOT)-lim,, N,,, = N,, 
(SOT)-lim,, NI, = 0, and dim N,,, < + CG, n E PJ. 
For each ie N, nE P+J, the operator G,N,,, is compact, thus 
lim,,, N,t;,G, N,,, = 0. So. for each n there is a m,, E N such that 
II N,‘;,, 
I 
G,N,,, II < - for i= 1, 2, 3, . . . . n ,/ n 
We can choose {m, },F= , strictly increasing. 
We write Nj,n = P,, and write N,;,, = Q,,. Take a normal vector 
e,, E (P,, - P,, ~, ) W and a normal ve&or .f;, E (Q,? + , - Q,) W. Define 
S, = 2,:: 2 P, OJ;,. Then IlS,,)l = 1 and Q,f& P,, = e,, O,f,,, n >, 2. We have 
/(Q,tS,,PJ = 1 for all n > 2. 
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Let r~[crlg.l”.??.alg.l‘] bearbitrary. ForanyiEFV, A,B~ulg.t‘, we 
have 
lim llQ,i-AG,BP,,/I =lim llQ,fAQ;G,f’,,BP,, I! ,I ,I 
< II4 II4 lim IIQ,: G,P,, II = 0. 
Since T is a norm-limit of finite combinations of operators in form AG, B 
for i E N and A, BE ulg I t‘, we proved that lim,, 11 Q,: TP,, I/ = 0. This means 
S, 4 [a/g ,I. ‘9 .alg ,I ‘I. Hence A?(M) # [~/g ..$‘.?I .alg c I”]. 
Notice that lim,, IlQ;KP,, 11 d lim,, IlQ,fKll = 0 for any compact operator 
KE 2‘. This implies that lim,, llQ,f TP,, 11 = 0 for any TE [u/g. 1. ‘92 
u/g. I + X’], and so for any T in [(u/r: I I, + X ) ‘9 (u/g L 1 + A’)]. There- 
fore S,,$ [(u/g. 1‘+ 3”) .?Y. (u/g. 1 ‘+.X“)]. Thus M(W) is not a norm- 
countably-generated bimodule of rrlg 1’ + X. 
For a given SE a(W), if S + .K E [.d(. 1’) (G,, + .X : II E N 1 .&(. 1‘)]. 
then for arbitrary I: > 0, there are T,. E [u/g I t. ‘9. ulg 1‘1 and K, E .Y 
such that i/S- (T, + KJ cc. Hence lim,, llQ,fSP,, 11 cc. That is 
lim,, 11 Q,;SP,, I/ = 0. This implies that S, + .X & [xz’(. 1’). [G,, + .iy‘: n E P+J ) 
.d(, 1 ‘)]. Hence the Calkin algebra .ti(W)/,X is not a norm-countably- 
generated bimodule of &(. 1 ‘). 
(b) Now we assume that /I< 1 and dim(Nk) < +a. Then Ni is 
compact. We must show that there exists an operator T,, E .W( W ) such that 
T, $ [alg L 1’ 97 ulg _ c + X‘ 1. 
Let W, =N,W and W,=NiW. We have 
N,, . [ulg 1 . ‘3 ulg _ I + X’ ] N,) 
=[N,.ulg.l-.(N,,+N~).!~-N,~.ulg.1‘.N,,+N,,.~~N,,] 
=[(N,~.ulg.1‘~Np).(niil.~.N,~).(N,~.ulg.1‘.N,,)+N,,..~.N,,]. 
Now, by Lemma 5. we have 
~,,,(N,.[ulg.l‘.~.ulg.l‘+.~] N,,)=[alg.r‘.~.ulg.i‘+.~‘], 
where / i. is the interval nest ,f. [0, /I’] in W 1, and A?’ is the set of compact 
operators in B(W ,), and (3 = 4,. I(N,j. 9. N,,). The nest I k has the 
type we proved in (a). So, there is an S, E a( Dil,) such that 
S, 4 [ulg ,p. $ ‘u/g -~6- + 21. For the operator S, @ 0 in W, @ W,, since 
qh,,,(NB(So@O) N,{)=S,, we have S,OO$ [u/g.I^.~.alg.~‘+.~]. 1 
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3. SOME REDUCTIONS 
We give some reductions needed in Section 4 for the type II case. Let 
$k,, and dh,, be as in Section 1. By the following proposition we need only 
consider the reduced nest obtained after deleting an appropriate inter- 
mediate interval nest. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose W,, i = 1, 2, 3 are Hilbert spaces with dim Dil , = 
dim W, = cc, tcith dim W, arbitrary, and suppose ~-1’; are complete nests in 
W,. Write W=W,@W,@W,, K=W,@W,, ,~1‘=~1;0,,,..~;0,,,.1; and 
,K = A; Oord ./ 1;. Then the ,following statements ure equivalent: 
(i) B( W ) is a norm-principul bimodule of alg .- 1”; 
(ii) 4?( W , , FtII 3) is an alg ., 1 .i - alg .1; norm-principal himodule; 
(iii) GI( W) is a norm-principal himodule sf alg A’. 
Proof Since the (ii) o (iii) part is the special case for the (i) o (ii) part 
when W, =0 it suffices to show that (i)o (ii). 
Assume that (i) is true. Then there is an operator GE .8(W) such that 
28(W)= [alg.l‘&alg.l‘]. 
Let Q,, i-1,2,3 be the projections onto n,=W,@O@O, ma,=00 
W,@O, and oj=O@O@W,, respectively. Then. since Q, , Q, + Qz E L 1 ‘, 
and Q3 = (Qr + Qz)‘, we have 
Hence cJ,,,(Q,GQ,) is a generator. 
Now we assume that G is a generator for a’( W 1, W,) as an 
alg Ju; - alg & norm-principal bimodule. We will prove that $,,3(G) is a 
generator for g(W). Let U3,, , U,,,, U,. , be partial isometries such that 
u 3. 1 has initial space A, and final space A,, U3,? has in itial space 
contained in 0, and final space fiI, and U2,, has initial space W z and 
final space contained in h , Since dim W 3 = dim W , > dim W ?, we have 
U3,,U$,=Q,, UZ,U3,,=Qi, V,,UZ.,=Q2, and U3,G,2=Q7. The 
operators U,, 1, U2,, . and C’,.? are in NIX. 1 ‘. 
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We have 
Let S be any operator in g( W ). Then, 
Notice that Uf,SQ,, UZ,SQ,, and Q,SQ, are in Q,&I(E-I)Q,, so 
SQ,~[alg.l-‘.[alg-1‘.~,.3(G).alg.1.]] 
= [alg~~‘.~,,3(G).rrfg..1‘]. 
That is, ~(w)Qlc[alg.l~.~,,~(G).alg,l~‘]. Now 
Similarly, 33(W) Q3 =3’(W) Q, . U,,, c [alg ..t’ .$,,3(G).ulg. 1‘1. Thus, 
Remark. In the statement and proof of Proposition 1, if we substitute 
ulg .,Y by ,@;y-, alg .1;, alg ,4’; by d:‘.,, .JR,‘;.7, and ulg ~2’ by 2,7i, respec- 
tively, the new statement is true with exactly the same proof. This will be 
useful. 
If was suggested by A. Hopenwasser when the author attended the AMS 
conference in New Hampshire during July 1988 that the following might be 
true. We thank him. 
THEOREM 2. Let .$’ be a complete nest in a separable Hilbert space W. 
Then, the quasi-triangular algebra alg . $‘ -I- X is a norm-principal himodule 
of nlg 1 . . 
Proojl Let .A. = (N,: 2 E A c [0, 11). We can assume that 
/1n(O, l)#Qr. Take a i,,cAn(O, 1) and write W,=N,.,W,W,=N$W, 
I &, = -t”[O, &,I and CL* = ., 1 ‘[A,, I]. We will use a well-known fact that all 
nest algebras have topological cyclic vectors. 
Let e be a topological cyclic vector for ufg C/?t and ,f’ be a topological 
cyclic vector for alg ,&& with Jlell = 11,fII = 1. That is [u/g / fl;~e] = W , and 
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[a/g I fi?‘> .f] = W ?. Define an operator G in ,&( W ) by G = I,? + C; 0.z where 
?=r@O and j”=O@fI We write .Y’= [ulg,t‘~G.ulg.f]. We will show 
that Y = u/g _ i + ,iy‘. 
Since $5 c alg ~ 1’ + X is obvious we have to show that alg .1’ c :/’ and 
that 3” c 9. Notice I,,, = N,,,GN,(, + Ni,GN,:, E Y, we have ulg 1’ c .Y and 
P@,~E ,Y. Now, we must prove that .u@ 1‘~ .Y for any x, J E HI. 
Givenx,yEW.Then.u=r,Oszand~=?,,O!,,.where.u,,?,,EW,and 
x2, 1’2 E w,. So, we have x@~=Cf=, Cs==, .V,@J,, where .?,=.v,@O. 
,i;,=~,@o, .Y,=O@.rz, and fr=0@jt2. Since e is topological cyclic for 
alg C i’l:, there are A,, in alg i H, such that 11 Afe ~ I, 1) < l/n. Also, there are 
D,, in alg -Ml, n E kJ, such that i!O,,,/‘- J’~ 11 < I~Iz. Notice that A,, = A,,@0 
and a,, = 0 @ D,, are in alg 1'. We have 
So, {.~iO?:,:i=1,;,j=1,2,}c.‘~.Thus.uO~,~.i/’. 1 
COROLLARY I. Let ~ &‘, : &‘? he complete nests in W , , W,, respecticelj’. 
Then the set qf’ compact operators sy‘ of ,8(W, @ W,) is a norm-principal 
himodule of alg I .&!, Oord c &‘* generated by, (e 0 0) @ (0 0 ,f), where e is an 
unif qlclic vector of alg I &f in W , and ,f’ is an unit cwlic t:ector of u/g, &? 
in Wz. 
COROLLARY 2. Let c @, , L&Z be complete nests in W,, W,, respectively. [f’ 
dim W,< +x or dim Wz< +8x1, then #(WI,, W?) is an alg.tY-alg.&‘, 
norm-principal himodule ii,ith generator e@,f, lr,here e, .f uw us in 
Corollary> 1. 
LEMMA 6. Let k’, be a nest in u Hilhert spuce D-Ii, and let c@z he thcj 
nest in one dimensional Hilbert space W 2. !f W( W , ) is a norm-principal 
bimodule of ulg c 62,) then 99( W , @ W,) is a norm-principal himodule 
d aMA, Oord .~&‘& and z#(W, @ W,) is a norm-principal himodule qf’ 
alg(4 Oord c/g, ). 
ProoJ The second statement is a consequence of the first one and 
Lemma 4. So it suffices to prove the first statement. 
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Let W=W,OW,andlet.l‘=.,~~C,O,,, J&. Suppose G is a generator for 
alg ,-&‘,-bimodule .3( W , ). Let e be a topologicval cyclic vector for alg .& : 
and ,f’a unit vector in Hz. Define G=G@O+e”@y, where 2=e@O and 
,7= 0 0.f: We will prove that G is a generator. Denote P the projection of 
W onto W , Then we have G @ 0 = PC?P E .Y and P @,f; E 9’. For arbitrary 
TE 39(W), the oeprator T- PTP is compact and PTP E Y. So we must 
prove that 3” c ,Y. For this we can use Corollary 1 of Theorem 2. 1 
LEMMA 7. Let W, W he Hilhert Spuces bvith K infinite dimensional and 
let . 1‘ be u nest in W. If’ ~ K = (0, I, i, then 8( W @ W) is a norm-principal 
himodule of ulg(. 1’ Oord j N). 
Proof: First, we suppose that W is infinite dimensional. Let W be a par- 
tial isometry from initial space W 00 onto the image space 00 K. We 
claim that W is a generator. 
By Proposition 1 it suffices to prove that q5,,z( W) is a generator for 
(zig J’ - ulg .I npb :a( W, W). We write U = q5,.?( W). The operator U is 
unitary. Let T be any operator in a( W, W), then TU* E .#( K) = ulg .j&‘. We 
have T=TU*U~[ulg./~~U]c[ulg.~~~U~ulg.l‘]. 
The dim W < + ‘x case is included in Theorem 2. 1 
COROLLARY. Let I 1’ = IN,., i E A c [0, l] ) he a complete nest in u 
.sepuruhle Hilhert spuce W. [f’ there is u i. E A .such that [0, j.] n A is a finite 
set and dim N, = + CIZ or {f there is u 3. E A such that [i., 1 ] n A is a ,finite 
.set und dim Nj- = + xl, then a( W ) is a norm-principul himodule of ulg , 1.. 
LEMMA 8. Let C 1. he u ji’nite nest in W. Then &I(W) is u norm-prinipul 
himodule qf ulg / 1 ‘. 
Prooj: The case dim W = + a is included in the corollary of Lemma 7. 
The case dim W < CT. is included in Theorem 2. 1 
4. THE TYPE II CASE 
In this section we will complete the proof of the Main Theorem. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let .>I. = (N, : iv E A c [0, 11) be a complete nest in W. 
Assume that A has only one limit point a and that dim N, = 
dim(N,)- = + ~1. Suppose further thut dim N,.< +x8 .for euch 
j.E [0, cr)nA and that dim( < +cc for each /1~ (CX, l] n A. Then a(W) 
is u norm-principal himodule qf ulg C,$‘. 
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Proqf Since A has only one limit point .1. is countable, and so , $’ is 
a subnest of a multiplicity-free nest with the same properties, so by 
Lemma 1 it suffices to prove the special case when / 1’ is multiplicity-free. 
We can assume that W=K,@K,, W,=[(e,,),:=,], K,=[j,f;,),,-’ ,]. 
where 
that 
p?~,yi;y I w;;;e on:; =l”; ,$:‘; ,“;; ;;ry;;Y; ii; 
, 
N,, = projC{e,I:‘p,l and Lt; = (A4 ,,:n~kJj u {O,I,J with’ ‘M ~,, = 
PwWJ,. ,,I. 
Let U: K, + I61 be the unitary operator given by UP,, =,f ,I, n E N. By 
Proposition 1 it suffices to prove that 3(K,. Wz) is an ulg . ti - u/g. 1; 
norm-principal bimodule generated by U. 
For any TE &?(K,, Wz), we have TU* E lEk(Wz). By Lemma 2, if TU* is 
positive invertible, ihere is A E ulg I 1 i such that TU* = AA*. Hence 
T=AA*U=A.U.(U*A*U). We will show that U*A*UEaig.1;. Hence 
TE [algL~f;.U.ulg. 1;]. 
For any fixed N,,, any A E alg .1 i and any .Y E 06, , we write x = C,’ , a,~,. 
Then 
N,f(iJ*A*U) N,,.u= N,tlJ*A*U f a,(‘, 
=N,:U*A* i cc,f’ ,=N,:U* i cc,A*f , 
I = I /==I 
=N,jU* i B,,I’~,= N,j i lj,e,=O, 
,=1 ,=I 
If TU* is not positive invertible in &(K?), it is a linear combination of 
positive invertible operators. The proof is finished. [ 
PROPOSITION 3. Let ..V’ = {N,, 2 E A c [0, 11) he u complete nest in u 
separable Hilbert space W. Suppose that x = 0 and /I = 1. Then ;‘A( W ) i.s a 
norm-principal bimodule qf’alg .1.. 
Proqf: There are only four different cases. 
Case (1). There is a strictly decreasing sequence { P,?},T= 0 in I 4. with 
(SOT)-limit P, = 0 and dim(P,, - P,,, ,) < + XI, n E N u {0), and there is a 
strictly increasing sequence { Q,}~$, in ,4. with (SOT)-limit Q,, = I and 
dim(Q,,+ 1 -Q,l,< +m, n~Nu {O). 
Case (2). There is a strictly dcecreasing sequence (P,,},~$ in 1’ with 
(SOT)-limit P,, = 0 and dim( P,, - P,, , , ) = + x. n E N u {0}, and there is a 
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strictly increasing sequence {Q,},, = +“” in ,I” with (SOT)-limit Q,, = I and 
dWQI1 + I - Q,,) = + ~8, n E N u (0). 
Case (3). There is a strictly decreasing sequence {P,l},:=XO in .t with 
(SOT)-limit P,, = 0 and dim(P, - P,, + 1) < + cc, n E N u (01, and there is a 
strictly increasing sequence {Q,} :=x0 in A‘ with (SOT)-limit Q,I = I and 
dim(Q,, + I -Q,,)= +m, rz~Nu{O}. 
Case (4). There is a strictly decreasing sequence (P,l lzCX0 in I 1. with 
(SOT)-limit P, = 0 and dim(P,, - P,,+ 1) = + XI, n E N u {0}, and there is a 
strictly increasing sequence (Q,, },T$ in A. with (SOT)-limit Q,, = I and 
dim(Q,, + I -Q,)<+E, n~Nuj0). 
W.L.O.G. we can assume P, < Q. in all four cases. First, we reduce 
the problem to the special case when P,,= Q,,. Let W, = P,W, 
WI= (Q,- P,)W, and W,= Q$kI. Let *it; be the interval nest P,.t‘ in W,, 
let <,ti be the interval nest (QO - P,),4’ in W, and let I 1; be the interval 
nestQ,1.,~~inW,.WehaveW=W,OW,OW,and..1^=Y1;Ol,rd.1/1001dL1;. 
Notice that dim W , = dim W 3 = + JC!. By Proposition 1, we can reduce our 
problem by deleting the intermediate interval nest , 5;. That is, we can 
assume P, = Q,. 
Proof of Case (1). By Lemma 1 we can assume that -1’ is multiplicity- 
free, hence A^= {N,,:~EZ\,{O}} u (0, I,} with {P,,},,~~ (oi an o.n. basis 
for W and N,, = proj [ ( e,:i<n,i#O}]fornEZ\{O}.Let U:MI-+W bethe 
unitary operator defined by Ue,, = e ,I for n E Z \ { 0). 
For TE a(W), we have TU* = If=, @i Ti for some z(, = @ and some 
positive invertible operators, T,. By Lemma 2, there are A, in alg .,1. such 
that T,=A,A,*. Hence we have TU*=Cp=, r,A,. U.(C’*A:), and 
T= Cp= 1 cc, Aj U. (U*A,*U). By the similar method to that in the proof of 
Proposition 2, we can show that U*A,*U is in alg L 1”. So, the case (1) is 
proven. 1 
Proof of Case (2). Denote E,,=Q?,- Q,,-,, nE N, and Em ,,= 
P ,I ~ 1 -P,,, n~kI(. For neZ\(O}, denote N,,=V{E,:i<n, i#O}. Let 
J~?=(N,,:~EZ\(O}}U(O,Z~}. Th e nest J” is a subnest of -1.. For 
n E Z\{ 0}, let U,, be a partial isometry from the support subspace E,,M 
onto the image subspace Ep,W. Define U= CntZ, ;“I ll,,. Then C’ is 
unitary. We will show that the operator U is a generator. For any 
T E %?( W ), there are positive invertible operators { T, ) and complex num- 
bers {a,) such that 
4 
TU*= c a,T, 
/=I 
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By Lemma 3 there is A, E 8:. such that T, = A/A:. We have 
4 
TU* = 1 r,A,UU*AjC. 
,=I 
T= 1 x,A;U.U*A;U 
,= I 
SO, if we can show that U*Af UE &‘,;(. then we would have 
TE [g’.;{ . U~A!,~,]. By Lemma 1, we would have TE [W:;, U..3,Tf] c 
[a/g 1 4’ U . alg -1.1. That is, we would have that Z+?(W) = 
[alg./1‘~u~alg.~‘]. 
Notice that if A E ,&‘;(, and x E N;f, then A*x E N,:, , for n E Z ‘: (0 ) (if 
n= -1, then A*xEN:). Given FEZ\{-l,O, l}, and XEW. we have 
wt ,U*A:UN,,.u = N,; , U*AIUy, where .v E N,, , 
= N,fp, VA,*=, where := UJ.E Nf,,, 
=N,i , u*u, where u = A:; E Nl,,+ , 3 
= N,T , II’, where I(‘= U*u= U -‘UE N,, ,, 
= N,; , . N,, ~ , H* 
= 0. 
Hence N;f ,U*A~UN,,=O. That is, U*A~UEL~?~~. For n= +l. the 
verifications are similar. Case (2) is proven. 1 
Proof of Case (3). Let .1; denote the interval nest Pout” in K 1 = P, W 
and let c/1; denote the interval nest P,I..t” = Qic 1. in Kz = Q,‘M. We have 
W = K, @ K6,. By Lemma 1, we can assume that LI; is multiplicity free 
and we write Lf;={Nm,,:n~FV}, where N ,,=proj[{e-,:i3n}] with 
(e ~ i} ,“= , an o.n. basis for K, . By the assumption of Case (3), the nest $1 
has a subnest L M = {M,,: n E N } u (0, ZK, } with dim(M,,+ r - M,) = + x 
for each HEN. Consider a new nest .~j=~I;Oord.l.:Oord.~~iOord .fl 
in K=K,@K,@K,@K,. The nest .A? is a subnest of the nest 
“P = -$; Oord ..2’f ciJord L (“2’ Oord */ 4;. Since dimK,=dimK,= +z, by 
Proposition 1 it suffices to prove that g(W) is a npb of alg A’. For this, it 
suffices to show that g(W) is a npb of 9:-. Now by Lemma 1 we only 
need to prove that a(K) is a npb of 3.2. We write .4; for the interval nest 
.l;Oord.Ir; in K,, = K, @ K, and write c i?‘” for the interval nest 
.K1 Oord A’ in W,, = Kz @ K2. The nests c 1, and L A$ are interval nests of 
A?. By the remark after Proposition 1, we need only prove that %?(K,,, W,,) 
is a norm-principal .#,& (left) - .# : o (right) bimodule. We can write 1 d = 
{N,,;nsZj u (0. I,,,) with N,,=proj[ (c>,: i<nj], where {ei: i~Zl is an 
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o.n. basis for K,, and we can write J$ = {M,,: n E Z} u {O, I,,) with 
dim(M,, - M,, , ) = + ~1 for each n E Z. Denote E,, = M,, - M,, , for n E II. 
Let (j;,,,: ke N) be an on. basis for E,,W,. 
Define S: 06, -+ W, by Sr,, =.f-,,,] for n 6 Z. Let P = proj [ (,f;,, , : n E B ) 1. 
We have SS*=P and S*S=I,,,. We claim that S.(A:-,,)*.S*~.X,;,i. 
Ptw?f’ qf the cluim. We need only to check that ST*S*x E M,, , HI,, 
for any TcJ$,To and any XEM,,W,. For .YEM,,W~, then X= 
Z’,= or C,‘L_ , ql, .f,, k, and S*-u = Cy= T x,. , e ,. So 
T*S*.x = T* ( i C(j.le I)= i B,e~-,+l, 
,= 7 ,= , 
ST*S*x = S I.l~~,,-,b. 
The set {j,,,,: n E Z, k E N ) is an on. basis for W,. Since it is countable, 
we can write {j,? ),F=, for it. 
Define W: Ho-+ W, as 
w= i .f;,of, ,, ,.,, I,== 1 
with the set {m,, E Z : n E N}, has the following properties: 
(i) m,,, # m,, if n, # n2; 
(ii 1 .f;,,,, 1 0 f,, E ak -do. 
We prove the existence of such {m,,: n E. “‘1 by induction. For n = 1, 
there is an n, E Z such that ,f, E {,f,lo,k: k E N }. Take m, E Z, m, > n,. Then 
we have ,f, ,,,, @,f, E alg J&,. Assume that f,,,,.l, . . . . f,,,, have been chosen. 
For fk + , , there is a n, E Z such that fk + 1 E { j;,,,,n ; m E N f. Take mk + 1 E Z, 
mk+l>max{ml~~2~ . . ..mk.nk}. so we havef,,,+,,,Ofk+*Ealg~~. 
The operators W and P have the following properties (we leave the 
proofs to the reader): 
(1) u/*w=z& 
(2) w*p= w*; 
(3) W* E alg A!o. 
For any TE g( K,, W,), we have S* WTc C#( W,). Then there are positive 
invertible operators T, and c(, E @, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 such that 
4 
S*WT= 1 a,T,. 
,=I 
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By Lemma 3 there are Ri in &,q, such that T, = R,*. R,. Now we have 
T= W*WT= W*PWT= W*S(S*WT)= W*S i ziT, 
,=I 
= w*s i a,R,*R,= W*S ; r,RfS*SR, 
i=I {=I 
)*hs*.s.&,;() 1 
c [arg,z~~‘,‘A,~,~~‘S.~:o] = [&y,,,‘s.a;J. 
Case (3) is proven. 1 
Proof qf Case (4). Since each nest / 1. in Case (4) is a conjugate nest for 
some nest in Case (3), by Lemma 4, the conclusion is true in Case (4). 1 
Proposition 3 is proven. i 
Now we prove our main result. 
Proqf qf the Main Theorem. The implications (ii) * (iii), (iv) * (v), and 
(vi) = (vii) are trivial. The implications (iii) 5 (i), (v)*(i), and (vii) - (i) 
are contained in Theorem 1. For (ii) * (iv), let G be a generator for the 
alg ( 4 ‘-npb 99(W). Then G generator for the (crlg L 1” + X)-npb %( W ). For 
(ii) 3 (vi), let G be a generator for the u/g I 1 ‘-npb 9(W). Then G + X is a 
generator for the .d(, 1 ‘)-npb A?(W)/X. In order to complete the proof of 
our Main Theorem, we need only prove (i) * (ii). We have the following 
six cases: 
(1) The index set ,4 has no limit point. The nest I 1. is a finite nest. 
This is the case discussed in Lemma 8. 
(2) Now we assume that A has at least one limit point. Then I’ is 
an infinite nest. There is a 1 E A such that [0, A] n A is a finite set and 
dim N, = + cc or there is a LEA such that [A, l] n A is a finite set and 
dim(Nj.)l = + x. See the corollary of Lemma 7 for this. 
(3) The index set .4 has only one limit point a = /I, and 
dim N, < + x for each i. < r and dim Nf- < + cx_ for each 2 > 3. See 
Proposition 2 for this. 
In the following cases, (4))(6), the index set A has at least two limit 
points. So we have x </I. 
(4) The number r is not a left limit point of A and dim N, < + x! for 
each I, < a(, and b is not a right limit point of A and dim(N,.)’ < + cx: for 
each I. 3 fl in A. Then by Lemma 6 the problem reduces to the special case 
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when /I = 1. By Lemma 4 and Lemma 6 (using induction if necessary) the 
problem reduces to the special case when a = 0 and /I = 1 which was dealt 
with in Proposition 3. 
(5) The number c( is a left limit point of ii and fl is a right limit point 
of A. By case (2) we can assume that dim N, < + x for each j, < a 
and dim( < + ;c for each /1> p. Since dim N, = + 8x and 
dim(N,,)’ = + x, by Proposition 1, we need only consider the special case 
obtained after deleting the interval nest ~ l‘[r, 81. This reduced case was 
dealt with in Proposition 2. 
(6) The number r is a left limit point of /i but b is not a right limit 
point of /i. By case (2) we need only consider the special subcase when 
dim(N,,)’ < + cc. Since 1” has order type II, there must be some i. < x(, 
j. E ,4 such that dim N, = + w. But this is the case in (2). 
The proof is complete. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let .I[, , J& he complete nests in Hilhert spuces W , , W ?, 
respectively. Then a( W , , W 2) is an alg CAz - alg J, norm-principrrl himodule 
!‘f‘ und only> lf’ the nest . c?Y, Oord C if2 in W , @ W, bus order type II or one of 
W , , W2 is finite dimensional. 
Proof: Assume that dim WI = dim W, = + xc. By Proposition 1 and 
Main Theorem ,‘A( W , , HI,) is an alg X2 - alg %fl, npb iff the nest 
I j&f, @ ord c,&‘2 has order type II. For the case when dim W, < + cc or 
dim W, < + #xc. See Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 for this. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let Cll,, Ci’!z be complete nests in u .seppurahle Hilhert 
space W. Then .a( W ) is cm ulg I fll (left) - ulg L&?, (right) norm-principal 
himodule if‘ and only f the nest I 1’!, Bard . b‘z in W @ W bus order tJ!pe II. 
Proof: In Corollary 1, if dim W 1 = dim W2 < + a~,, then I k’, Oord s f!? has 
order type II. 
5. AN APPLICATION 
Let .t. = {N;: is E /i c [O. 1 ] } be a complete nest in H. Let E, E A \, (0, 1 
We write W, =N,.W, W,=N,tW, ~/Hi =N,.h‘and k’Z=N;.)t‘. A poi int 2 is 
called type I point if dim W , = dim W, = + x and the nest ,& Bard *,.&‘, is an 
order type I nest in W,@ W,. A point i is of type II if it is not of type I. 
In [9], J. Orr gave a characterization for the Jacobson radical of ulg ,1. to 
be a norm-principal ideal. By using our results in Section 4, we give an 
alternative proof of this. 
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THEOREM 3 [9, Theorem 4.21. Let 1. be u complete nest in a sepurahle 
Hilbert space W. Then the Jacobson radical .X , of alg ..1’ is a norm-principal 
ideal I$ a&f on!,, tf A is a countable set und A \ (0, I ) has no t?‘pe I point. 
The statement of Theorem 3 is slightly different from but equivalent to 
that of Theorem 4.2 in [9]. We split the theorem into three propositions 
(Propositions 4-6). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let 1. he a countable complete nest in a ,separahle 
Hilhert space W. Jf all points in A is5 {0, 1 ) ure of type II, then A , is a norm- 
principal ideal (npi ) in alg 1.. 
Proof: We enumerate il \ { 0, 1 1 = it,,: n E N ). We can omit the special 
case when .t. is a finite nest in which case we can also use the same 
construction. 
For a fixed n E RJ, t,, is of type II, by Corollary 1 of Main Theorem, 
B(N,jlW, N,RH) is an alg . V‘[O, t,,](left) - alg I 1 ‘[t,,, l](right) norm-prin- 
cipal bimodule generated by some f,;, E ;B(N;, NJ. Let N,,, W = W , and 
N,i;W=W, in Lemma5 Then we have N,~,W(W)N~=~2,,(~(W?,W,))= 
[N,, alg ,t” N,, $?, , ( f,,) N,ir alg _ 1’ Nk]. Let T,, denote the operator 
$,,,(f,,) in N,%‘(W) Ni. We can assume lIT,J = 1. 
In order to construct a generator for ti,, , we define two sequence of 
projections {N (U k E N ) and {M’@: k E fk ] in alg .V” inductively. , 
For k=l, let N”)=N,! and let M”‘=Nk=Z-N,,. Assume that 
(Nck): k = 1, . . . . n} are defined. We reindex (t,: i= 1, . . . . n) by 
;;;;:i;, y.; ;‘, 
” 
p”“h,““.‘;f;.;;:’ i”;, ;y; ,;y,=y “-,;;;;; + F=;,yqi:ld:: 
and let 3.,, + ,,” ‘0 and i ,,+ ,,,,, ?=I. Now, t,,+l=3u,,+,,, for some 
s<n+ 1. We define N”““= N[A,,+,,, ,. i,, , ,,,I and define A4’“+“= 
NCj-,,, l.,7 ktl.,+ ,I. 
The sequences just defined have the following properties: For each 
SEa1g.l” and each nEN, we have 
,r+ I 
S= 2 N[&, ,, A,,,,] SN[l,,,, ,, i u,,., ] + i N’k’SM’k’. 
,=I &=I 
We prove the equality by induction. For k = 1, it is trivial. Assume that 
the equality hold for k = II. Consider tn + , = A,, + i,,\ for some s d n + 1. Then 
A ,1i l.I=L, for j<.s 
3 .,z+ I,5 = ,I+ 1 t 
2 I,+ i.,= jk,,, , for .j > s. 
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So, we have N[i,,+ ,,, , , j.,,+ ,.,I = N[E,,,,, , , E .,,., ] for .j< s, and 
N[L, i , ,, A, + ,. , + ,I = W.,,. , , 3 4,. ,I for j> .r, and NC&,,, 1 3 4,. ,I = 
Nk,, ,.., ,,4,+,.,+,l=N;+%, where N;=Nj.,,+,,, ,,41+,.,l and 
W=NCA,, ,.,, &~+l.l+I 1. By the assumption of induction, we have 
II + I
S= c N[i,,, ,, E.,,,,] SN[E .,,. (~~ ,. i .,,., 1 + f N’k’SM’X’ 
I I h-l 
,I+ I 
=,-:,, NCL II Ll SNV,,.,- l, Ll 
+ (N; + N;) S(N; + N;) + f N’“‘SA4’“’ 
k=l 
tt + 2 
= c NC&,+,., IA+,.rl SNCR,,+,,,~,,i,,+,,,l 
*=,.I#,.,+ I 
+N;SN;+N;SN;+N’“+l’SM’“+“+ i Nlk)s,@l 
X:l 
!I + 2 PZ + I 
= c NIL,,., l~~-,~+l.,l~~C~.~,+,.,~,~i.,,+,,,l+ c N’k,SM’k,. 
,=I h=I 
Define G=C,“=,(1/2”)N’“‘T,M’“‘. We write .Y= [alg~$‘.G.alg.1‘]. 
We claim that .a = .%’ ,
Proof of claim. Since N’k’TkM’k’~ 3?,, hence GE 3, , so we have 
9 c R,, It suffices to show that *3,, c 9. For SE g,, , E >O, by the 
Ringrose Criterion, there is a finite subset {I., ) p= , in A, iv,, = 0 < I, < < 
I., < I = I., + , such that 
ktl 
c NC/.,- ,, I.,] SN[i., ,, i,] 
,=I 
Since A\{O, 1) = {f,,}~=,, there is an ~,EFV such that {j.,ff=, c (t,,}::(lz,. 
We reindex {t,,};:“= , by (j-,,O,, > :“i , with i.,,,,, < i .,,, ),, + , and let I.,,,j,o = 0 and 
j-no,,ro + , = 1. Then, the partition 0 = A,,,i,O < i,,,,,., < < 3 “,), i,,,o+, = 1 is a 
refinement of the partition 0 = j.,, < . < E,, < i., + , = 1. So, we have 
Notice that S= x7=+,’ N[i.,,,+, , &,,.,I SN[i “,,,,,, ,, A,,,,] +Cp=, N,“‘SM’“‘. 
Thus, it suffices to prove that N’k’SM’k, is in .f for each k E N. 
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Recall that for fixed k E W, we have 
NIIA9(W) N;, = [N,, u/g. 1‘N,, T,’ N; alg. KN;] 
and that NC”‘= N[i.,,, , , juA,,], where ti = ik,!, we have 
N’h’=N,.k~V,As ,)‘=W,,,s ,)‘.N,, 
Mch’=(N. )‘.N ‘h., *i.> I =N+L,. 
So. we have 
Nch ‘g( W ) M’” ) 
= COY,,\ ,)’ N,, .alg. 1 ‘. (N;,$ ,)‘. N,, Tk 
w, Ni,,\ / I .ak.l’.(N,,)’ .Nj.,,$ ,I 
= [N ‘“‘ulg.i‘.(N’“‘. T, .M’h’).u[gc$‘.M’k’] 
~[ul~.1‘~(N’“‘T,M’~‘)~alg.1‘]. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that N’“‘T,M”‘E .f for 
each kg kJ. For k = 1, we have N”‘T, M”‘=~.N”‘GM”‘E.P and 
C,T-=2(l/2k) N’k’T,M’A’~.l. If N”‘T,.M”“.B for r = 1, 2, . . . . k - 1 and 
C,“=,( l/2’) N”‘T, M”’ E I, then we have N”‘Tk Mlk’ = 2kN’“‘(x:=, (l/2’) 
N”‘T,M”‘) M’“’ E .f and x,7_ h + , ( l/2’) N”‘T, M”’ E .8. Proposition 4 is 
proven. 1 
PROPOSITION 5. Let .f = (. 1 j. : A E A c [0, 1 ] ) be u countable complete 
nest in a separable Hilbert space W. !f‘ there is a /1 E A \{O, 1 ) Mhich has 
type I. Then B? , is not a norm-principul ideal in alg 1 ‘. 
The proof of the above proposition in [9] is not long. The reader is 
suggested reading the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [9]. 
PROPOSITION 6. ’ Let L 1 1 he a complete nest in a separable Hilbert space 
W. [f’ the Jacobson radical .JR,, qf alg 4 is a norm-principal ideal, then 1’ 
is a countable nest. 
Proof Let ..l‘={Nj.:E.~A~[O, 11). Define a map $:alg.$‘x(O, 1) 
+ iw by &A, t) = inff llN[j., ,&I AN[I.,,3.2]11: I.,, E,,EA, j,, <t<i,), AE 
alg ..V. Let S A,.= {t:&A, t,aE}, , 1-:>0, and let S,= {t:&A, t)>O}. 
’ Proposition 6 was also stated and proved independently by the author in the fall of 1986 
when he was a graduate student at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. The proposition 
answered negatively the following question raised by A. Hopenwasser in [S]: Is :8, a norm- 
principal ideal if. f. is a continuous nest? 
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The following properties of d are easy to verify and are left to the reader: 
(I) s,=u;=,s, ,,,, 1, AEulg.1‘; 
(2) S,+BcS,4uS,, A, BEulg</l’, 
(3) SAB~S,qnSR, A, B~uIg.1’; 
(4) if A, BE alg ..t and llA - B11 <z/2, then S,, c S,,, ?. 
Let G be a generator. We claim that (i) S, is a countable subset of A; 
(ii) for each A E 4’ , , we have S, c S,. 
Proqf‘of him (i). If t E [0, 1 ] ‘i/1. Since /i is compact, there are x0, /IO E ,,I 
such that t E (x0, /IO) c [0, I] \A. Then N[z,, /?“I is a -minimal projection 
in alg .,,I‘. By definition, $(G, t)= IIN[@,, Do] GN[c(,, lJ,]ii. Since G is in 
R,, and N[r,, /Jo] is a minimal projection, by the Ringrose Criterion. 
$(G, t) = 0. Hence S, c il. For c = l/n, by the Ringrose Criterion again, 
there is a finite subset {A,,}:=,, O=&<i,< ... <i.,<i.,+, = I such that 
II 
ktl 
,F, NC/., ,, i,] GN[i., ,, A,] 1~ < l/n 
so 
IINCh 1, i.,] GN[l.,-,, i,lll < l/n, i= 1, .._, k+ I: 
that is, S, ,,,, 1 c (il}f=, is a finite subset of il. Hence S, = u,:-, S,,, ,) is a 
countable subset of A. 
Proof of claim (ii). Let A E ~#, , and let G be a generator. For E > 0, there 
arekEN, A,,B,, i=l,..., k, in&g.t‘such that 
I 
A,GB, I <F./Z. 
BY property (4), we have S,., = S,,., *, where A’ =C:=, A,GB,. By (2) and 
(3), s,., c uf=, s/l,,,, cU~=,S,,nS,nS,,cS,.So,S,cS,. 
Now we can complete the proof of Proposition 6. Assume -1” were not 
a countable nest. Then /i is an uncountable compact subset of A. There 
exists a point t, E A\S, which is a two-sided limit point of A. Let (r,, ),:=, 
be a strictly increasing sequence in /i converging to t, and let (p,,},~= , be 
a strictly decreasing sequence in A converging to t,,. Pick normal vectors 
e,,~ (NT”+,, - N,,,) W and .f,, E (Npn - N,,, _, )W. Define A =x:x= I ,f,,@~,,. It is 
easy to verify that A E ,2,, and S, = {to). This contradicts the definition 
of t,. 
Proposition 6 is proven. 1 
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